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Description

The remote control is provided with a keyboard (fig. 1) and with a backlit LCD display (fig. 2).
The keyboard is provided with rubber keys. It is divided into two parts. The keys in the upper
part are handy; the keyboard cover hides the keys in the lower part.

Fig.1 Keyboard

Key legend:
1. Mode key
2. Fan key
3. CircPlus key
4. Room key
5. CircMinus key
6. Sleep key
7. Ecostop key
8. Crono key
9. TriangPlus key
10. Ok key
11. OnOff key
12. TriangMinus key
13. Clock key
14. Key key

The display is divided into five areas:
1. days of the week;
2. transmission icon;
3. clocks;
4. fan;
5. operative mode.
Total number of icons: 106

All keys, except the OnOff key (11) and those concerning the time setting function, are
deactivated.

2.2

All keys that were deactivated in the OFF mode are now active. The remote control maintains
the setup it had when it was last switched off and communicates the ignition request to the
stove, that is switched on according to this setup.

2.3

2.4

2.5

Key Setting

The default key value is 0 and it indicates the remote control communication with all receivers is
enabled; anyway , to avoid interferences with other remote controls it’s possible to change the
key displayed in the “clock ON Area”. To enter this area, press Sleep, Ecostop and Clock keys
contemporaneously for at least 5 seconds. Keeping on pressing the above mentioned keys , the
key value will increase from 0 to 255. Releasing the keys, settings will be saved.

Illumination

Press any key to light the display up. The light turns off 10s after any key has last been pressed.

Days of the Week

The icons of the days of the week consist in:

the first two letters of the day (in English);

the surrounding square.

Transmission Icon

This icon lights up when the remote control is transmitting.

1.3

Clock Setting

Thee actual time is displayed in the clock ON area. Press CLOCK (13) for 2s to enter the clock
setting mode and In area 1 the icon corresponding to the current day lights up. Press keys 9
and 12 to change the actual setup. Press OK (10) to save the new setup: press once to save
the day of the week; press twice to save the hour and press for the third time to save the
minutes and exit the clock setting mode.The system automatically saves the last setup and exits
the clock setting mode 10s after any key has last been pressed. Press CLOCK (13) any time to
exit the clock setting mode without saving the last value that has been entered.

2.7

1.2

Fan Level Setting

The operative fan levels vary from 0 to 5. Press the fan key (2) to set the desired level. When
the 0 level is set, the AUTO icon lights up and all other icons turn off; when any other level is
set, the number of level icons corresponding to each level light up.

2.6

Fig.2 Display

1.1

ON Mode

Clocks

The clock area is divided into two parts: clock ON and clock OFF. The former is on the left and
reports the actual time; the latter is on the right and reports the extinction time in sleep mode.
Between the two areas there is
the icon of a clock that lights up
in chrono mode.

Operative Mode Setting

The following are the available stove operative modes:
- OFF (stove off)
- manual
- automatic–normal
- automatic–ecostop
all of them can be selected through the remote control. Press the OnOff key (11) to switch the
stove off. Press MODE (1) to select the manual or automatic – normal mode. Press ECOSTOP
(7) for at least 4s to activate the automatic ecostop mode.

2.7.1

All icons referring to the flame turn off, whereas all icons linked to the temperature are active.
Use the keys 3 and 5 to increase/decrease the temperature that is to be set. The temperature
increases/decreases by 1°C between 5°C and 35°C.

2.7.2

Fan

The icons indicate the speed level the fan is set to.

1.5

Operative Mode

The icons in this area indicate the actual operative mode and the power of the
stove is working to. They also indicate whether a specific mode is active or not.
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Mode Description

Press the OnOff key (11) for 2s to switch the remote control on/off.

2.1

OFF Mode

When the stove is switched off, the fan icon, the flame icon and all the icons related to the
chronothermostat and to the sleep mode are off. The remote control displays only the ambient
temperature and the actual time. The time setting function remains unaltered.

Manual Mode and Power Setting

All icons connected to the temperature turn off, whereas all icons linked to the flame are active.
The level icons indicate the actual power level. Use the key 3 and 5 to increase/decrease the
power level between 1 and 5.

2.7.3
1.4

Automatic Mode and Temperature Setting

ECOSTOP Mode Setting

When the ambient temperature is displayed, it’s possible to exit the screen after 10 seconds of
pressing the ROOM button or by pressing one of the buttons ROOM (key 4), MODE button (1),
key 3 or key 5.

2.9

Chrono Mode

The chrono mode allows users to program a series of on/off periods throughout a whole week
(from Monday to Sunday).
Users program one complete setup (operative mode, power/temperature, ambient temperature
and fan setting) valid for all on periods. Users set the data on the remote control or on the
switchboard, which then provide to send them to the stove.
Users can choose among 10 weekly and 50 daily pre-defined programs (see appendixes).
When the chrono mode is active, the clock in the centre of the display lights up.

2.9.1

Chrono Mode Activation and Program Selection

When the remote control is switched on for the first time, the chrono mode is de-activated. Once
the chrono mode has been activated, every time the remote control is switched on, it runs the
last set program. Should the chrono mode have been de-activated, no program is run.
The chrono mode can be activated and programs can be selected only when the remote control
is on.
Press CRONO (8) for at least 4s to activated the chrono mode. The last set program or the OFF
icon (if no program has been previously set) blinks on the display.
At the same time the clock in the centre of the display lights up. The number of the set program
blinks in the last three digits in the clock ON area, while the first digit and the other icons in this
area are off.
Use the key 9 and 12 to scroll the P01-P10, P99 and OFF programs. Press OK (10) to select a
program and exit, except when the P99 program is selected (see below). The actual time
replaces the number of the selected program, while the clock in the centre of the display stays
on.
Select P99 and press OK (10) to enter the customisable program. The P99 icon stops blinking
and lights up, like the icons of the days of the week. Users must enter this status (which is
between Sunday and Monday) to customise the setup and save it.
Use the key 9 and 12 to scroll the days of the week. The icon of the selected day blinks while
the other icons are on. At the same time, the last two digits of the clock OFF area show the
corresponding daily setting.
The first time that the P99 program is activated, the default daily setting is 00 (off) for all the
days of the week. The remote control saves the P99 customised setup, so that the selection of
another program (e.g. P01) does not interfere with it and when users re-activate the P99
program, the system starts working with the previous setup.
Press OK (10) to choose the daily program to be set for the selected blinking day. The icon of
the selected day stops blinking, while the icons of the other day of the week turn off and the
number of the daily program blinks. Use the keys 9 and 12 to scroll the pre-defined daily
programs (00 to 50). Press OK (10) to save the selected daily program. The icon of the day
starts blinking, while the set program stops blinking and the icon of the other days of the week
light up. Press the keys 9 and 12 to scroll the days of the week and continue to customise the
stove setup repeating all previous steps. Once the customised setup has been saved, any time
the P99 program is activated, the squares surrounding the days of the week for which a
customised program has been set light up. Form now on, the squares of the days of the week
for which a customised program has been set light up when the corresponding day icons light
up and blink when the corresponding day icons blink. Should the program be 00, the squares
stay off. Press CRONO (8) any time to exit the chrono mode without saving the last program
that has been set but saving anything that had previously been saved. Only those daily
programs that have been modified and saved by pressing OK (10) will be definitively saved,
whereas all other modifications will be ignored and the P99 customised setting will not be
activated. The system automatically exits the chrono mode 60s after a key linked to this mode
has last been pressed. Only those programs that have been selected by pressing OK (10) will
be saved, whereas all other modifications will be ignored. The actual time replaces the program
number on the display.
After having exited the customised setting mode, the lit up icon of the clock on the display
confirms the activation of the chrono mode, while all other icons are off.

2.9.2

Stove Workings in Chrono Mode

The thermostat makes the stove switch off once the set temperature level has been reached
and makes it switch on again when needed. Press ECOSTOP (7) for at least 4s to
activate/deactivate this function. The ECOSTOP function activates only when the system is
working in the temperature-setting mode. Should ECOSTOP be pressed when the system is
working in the power-setting mode, as the ECOSTOP icon lights up, the system switches to the
temperature-setting mode. Once the ECOSTOP function has been activated, press MODE (1)
to go back to the manual mode. Should the remote control be switched off when the ECOSTOP
function is active, the ECOSTOP icon turns off as well. When the remote control is switched on,
the ECOSTOP function re-activates and the ECOSTOP icon lights up.

The chrono mode operates only when the remote control is on. Should the remote control be
switched off while the chrono mode is active, the chrono mode deactivates without cancelling
the set program. When the chrono mode is active (the clock icon is on), the remote control
decides the status of the stove at the beginning of every hour, according to the selected
program. Should the status change in respect to that of the previous hour, the remote control
immediately communicates it to the stove, otherwise the two devices communicate every 8
minutes.

2.8

In weekly programs (both pre-defined and customised) the stove operative mode (ON/OFF) is
indicated hour by hour. Users can choose among 10 pre-defined weekly programs. The
customisable P99 program can be programmed on the basis of the pre-defined daily programs,
from 00 (off) to 50.

Ambient Temperature Registration and Report

A probe installed in the remote control constantly registers the ambient temperature, with a 040°C range and a 0.5°C resolution. Press ROOM (4) to read the ambient temperature. As the
ambient temperature is displayed, the operative temperature/power disappear and the ambient
temperature icon lights up.
Should the registered temperature be out of the range (below 0°C or above 40°C), the
registered temperature and the °C icon blink.

2.9.3

2.10

Description of the Available Programs

Sleep Mode

In the sleep mode the stove switches off at a time users pre-set.
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The sleep mode operates only when the remote control is on and the chrono mode is off.
Should the remote control be switched off while the sleep mode has been activated, the sleep
mode setup is definitively cancelled and needs to be set every time.
Press SLEEP (6) for at least 2s to enter the sleep mode. The sleep icon (white moon on black
background) lights up, the OFF icon blinks and the actual time is displayed in the clock OFF
area, rounded up to the next tens (e.g. if it is 15.43, 15.50 is displayed).
Use the keys 9 and 12 to increase/dicrease the time in which the stove must switch off (min. 10
minutes, max. 23 hours and 50 minutes after the actual time). Press OK (10) to save the switchoff time. The selected time is displayed in the clock OFF area and the SLEEP icon stays on,
while the OFF icon near the clock turns off.
The system automatically saves the switch-off time 10s after any key linked to the sleep mode
has last been pressed, as if OK (10) had been pressed.
When the actual time corresponds to the set switch-off time, the OFF icon lights up for 10
minutes and the remote control orders that the stove switches off every minute. After 10
minutes, the stove and the remote control switch off and only the actual time and ROOM
temperature will be displayed.

3.1.1

Appendix A: Pre-Defined Weekly Programs

3.1.2

Appendix B: Pre-Defined Daily Programs

ATTENTION
If you set the Sleep while Chrono is enabled, Sleep disables it . L' icon of the Chrono blinks for
10 minutes to indicate that, even if the day is set, Chrono is not operating. After 10 minutes, the
remote control switches off. Switching on again the remote control, the stove switches on and
Chrono icon returns to be lit fixed to indicate that the Chrono is once again operating.

Fig. 3 – Remote control – Exploded view
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APPENDIXES
Description of the Available Programs

In weekly programs the stove operative mode (ON/OFF) is indicated hour by hour.
Users can choose among 10 weekly (P01÷P10) and 50 daily (00÷50) pre-defined programs. A
customisable P99 program can be programmed on the basis of the 50 pre-defined daily
programs.
Table legend:
Stove ON
Stove OFF
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